Features of a shock wave in CdTe by pulsed laser irradiation
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Abstract. Analyzed on the example of CdTe are formation and propagation of shock waves during pulsed laser irradiation of a solid surface. It is shown that before the appearance of a shock wave in a solid, a gradual increase in pressure gradient leads to formation of dislocations, density of which increases with depth. The dislocation density is maximum at the place of shock wave formation.
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wave is observed. For the rapid transformation of the density oscillations to the shock wave, it requires strong initial deviations from equilibrium. This can be achieved by creation of acoustic waves with a very high intensity provided, for example, by pulsed laser irradiation (PLI).

The length of the shock front in semiconductors is of the order of interatomic distances. The characteristic difference between the shock and stress waves is that the transfer of momentum from the shock compressed matter to a non-excited its part has a character of individual collisions and not a collective atomic motion.

Acoustic pulse in a solid, due to physical nonlinearity, is the nonlinear wave [5]. As the physical nonlinearity, we mean the difference modules of the elastic constants and density \( C_{ijkl} \) along the coordinate of wave propagation at each point of pulse. In other words, there arises the dependence of \( C_{ijkl} \) and \( \rho \) on the strain, i.e., Gooke’s law violation. The speed of sound in solids is commonly expressed as \( v = \sqrt{\frac{C_{ijkl}}{\rho}} \), the velocity increment due to changes in elasticity and density is as follows \( dv = \sqrt{\frac{dC_{ijkl}}{dp}} \).

Therefore, a more “fast” component of the pulse will catch the more “slow” ones. This corresponds to the energy transfer from the low-frequency harmonics to the higher frequency ones. Respectively, the pulse profile will be distorted and more sharp. Profile distortion of the sound wave leads to several effects. First, steepening the wave front will take place until it stabilizes the wave profile in ideal gas.

\[ \frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + \rho \right) = \rho \vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{E} \]

where \( \rho = \rho_0 \) is the density, \( \vec{E} \) is the wave field.

In homogeneous isotropic gas with equilibrium values of the pressure \( P_0 \) and density \( \rho_0 \) in a non-linear wave, small perturbations of pressure \( P' \) and density \( \rho' \) will give a small increment \( a_0 \) to the propagation velocity \( u \) (\( u < a_0 \)). The speed of sound is

\[ a = \sqrt{(\frac{dP}{d\rho})_s} \]

where \( \gamma \) is the adiabatic exponent. Therefore, over time, the profile of running wave will be distorted, and formation of the gap, rollover will take place (without account of dissipation). In the case of evolution of a plane harmonic acoustic wave excited in ideal gas for the plane at \( x = 0 \), i.e., \( u = u_0 \sin \omega t \) at \( x = 0 \) the solution for the time and coordinates of the discontinuity, or turnover of the profile will be

\[ t = \frac{\lambda}{u_0 \pi (\gamma + 1)} \quad x = \frac{\lambda}{u_0 \pi (\gamma + 1)} \]

where \( \lambda = 2\pi a_0 / \omega \) [10]. Common, but more complicated expressions for the time and coordinate of SW formation in a solid are given in [9].

3. Results and discussion

The depth of shock wave formation in indium and CdTe exposed on their surface by the laser pulse can be calculated using the expression from [6, 7]

\[ l_{SW} = \frac{2c_l^2 \tau}{\xi (m+1) \left[ \frac{2\rho}{\tau (\gamma - 1)(1 - R) E \alpha_s} \right]^{1/2}} \]

where \( c_l \) is the velocity of the longitudinal acoustic wave, \( \tau \) – laser pulse duration, \( \rho \) – density, \( \xi \) – setting the value of acceleration of the surface layer, \( m \) – isentrope index, \( \tau \) – the effective value of the distortion coefficient for the pulse front, \( \gamma \) – adiabatic exponent, \( R \) – coefficient of optical reflection, \( E \) – energy density of the laser pulse, \( \alpha_s \) – optical absorption coefficient. As in [6], we take \( \tau = 1 \), \( \xi = 1 \), \( m = 3 \), \( \gamma = 5/3 \). Taking into account that according to [11] in metals, the value of propagation velocity for pressure pulses in the nanosecond pulsed laser irradiation is 15-30% higher than the longitudinal speed of sound.

Fig. 1 shows the results of calculation for the depth of SW formation in In and CdTe as dependent on the density of laser pulse intensity \( \bar{I} = \frac{I}{\xi} \).

Following the plot in Fig. 1, selection of the CdTe thickness allows to avoid formation of SW in the bulk, and to locally influence the defect subsystem at various depths of semiconductor.
Consider the criterion of SW formation under single-pulse irradiation. The left-hand side of (2) is a dimensionless combination of variables that characterize the parameters of radiation-absorbing body. On the left in (3), there are values that characterize the laser radiation, on the right – those of absorbing medium

\[
\frac{n^2(1-R)E\alpha_s}{c_s^2\tau^2\rho} > \frac{8}{\xi^2(m+1)^2(\gamma-1)} \left[ \frac{I}{\alpha_s} \right],
\]

or

\[
\frac{Q}{\tau} > \frac{c_s^4}{\alpha_s} \left[ \frac{I}{\alpha_s} \right].
\]

Here, \( I \) is the characteristic size that is lower than the values of 2 variables – the crystal thickness and radius of the radiation beam. \( Q = ES \) is the laser radiation energy, \( S \) – irradiated area, \( \tau = 20 \) ns. Table 1 shows the physical parameters of CdTe and In.

According to the criterion (2) for the CdTe crystal 2-mm thick, the inequality holds up to the energy density \( E = 6 \) mJ/cm\(^2\) (\( I = 0.3 \) MW/cm\(^2\)), for In of the same thickness – 0.1 mJ/cm\(^2\) (\( I = 5 \) kW/cm\(^2\)). At the same time, the melting threshold of CdTe is 2...6 MW/cm\(^2\) and In, made using the expression

\[
\Delta T = \frac{2IA}{\lambda} \sqrt{\frac{\tau}{\pi}} \left[ \frac{I}{\alpha_s} \right]
\]

Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>( c_s ) m/s</th>
<th>( \rho ) kg/m(^3)</th>
<th>( \alpha_s ) m(^2)/s</th>
<th>( R )</th>
<th>( T_{mel} ) °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CdTe</td>
<td>3300</td>
<td>5860</td>
<td>2.94x10(^6)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>7310</td>
<td>5.4x10(^7)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. The depth of shock wave formation in CdTe (1) and In (2) versus the intensity of ruby laser pulse. For CdTe \( R = 0.43 \), for indium \( R = 0.9 \).

melting and, moreover, evaporation from the In surface does not take place. Especially, since you can clamp the surface by depositing a transparent material to radiation or place it in transparent liquid. Then there will be no unloading wave. Fig. 2 shows the surface temperature of CdTe and In after nanosecond laser irradiation.

When irradiating structures In/CdTe to create detectors of ionizing radiation, the right-hand side of criterion (3) is 9x10\(^{18}\) J/s\(^2\) for In. For \( S = 16 \) mm\(^2\), the minimum energy density required to implement this criterion is 0.003 mJ/cm\(^2\) (150 W/cm\(^2\)). Fig. 2 shows that melting and, moreover, evaporation from the surface will not occur. The same is valid for CdTe (Fig. 2). I.e., these inequalities are performed in a wide range (below \( T_{mel} \) within approximately three orders).

Thus, according to the criteria (2) and (3) [6, 7], SW appears at energy densities up to melting and evaporation of the surface layer. At the same time, there [6, 7] used is the model of evaporation of the skin layer to assess the depth of the shock wave, but nevertheless, evaporation is not necessary and/or sufficient condition for the emergence of the shock wave. This is such a model, which assumes that the skin layer is evaporated. The fact that it is convenient to use gas (but not solid) in the model of SW formation, because there is no equation of state for solids and the speed of sound as dependent on the internal energy. There is a simple relationship for ideal gas, but for a rigid body it is very complex. Respectively, calculation is very complicated, in particular, the index of isentropy – analogue of heat should be used. By their values for gas and solid, these quantities are almost identical (3 and 4). In principle, “gas” model is satisfactory for estimating the depth of the shock wave in solid, but gives large uncertainties in the problem of laser exposure (as indicated in [6]). The theory of formation and propagation for shock waves in gases is well developed [10].

\[Fig. 2. \text{Theoretical dependence of the surface temperature of CdTe (1) and In (2) on the intensity of pulsed laser radiation.}\]
At the same time, the general condition of the shock wave appearance is accumulation of non-linear effects that dominate over the processes of dissipation of acoustic nonlinear pulse during its propagation after laser irradiation of solids. The first makes the pulse front sharper, while the second is broadens it. Especially because there can be 4 causes (joint) of SW formation in a solid during PLI, in general. I.e., shock deformation and, accordingly, generation of compression pulse by nanosecond laser irradiation is due to:

1. Very fast, within 20 ns, heating (thermal shock) and, accordingly, deformation at a high rate of it.
2. Fast (with the shock velocity) phase transition at the solid-liquid interface.
3. Rapid evaporation from the surface and thus generation of the recoil pressure of non-equilibrium vapor.
4. Optical breakdown and plasma formation in vapor – there is the emergence and rapid expansion of the plasma under absorption of radiation, then ionization and breakdown.

The most intense defect generation takes place in the area of the shock wave front in the instant of its formation and the beginning of movement, when there arises a maximum concentration of point defects in the structure (Fig. 3 and [2, 3]), as well as the maximum microhardness [13], indicating the local mass transfer. SW also causes hardening the material and alters the yield [14]. The characteristic decay length of the shock wave at \( E \approx 10^{-16} \text{J/cm}^2 \) is approximately 60-100 \( \mu \text{m} \) [3, 13]. Calculations based on the expression (1) showed that SW for \( I = 100 \text{MW/cm}^2 \) is formed at the depth of 72 \( \mu \text{m} \), which is consistent with Fig. 3, where the dislocation density is the highest one. Dislocation network after the passage of the shock wave was also observed in [15].

The pressure gradient increases in a nonlinear wave, as the latter propagates inside the bulk, reaching a maximum in the points of the shock wave front. The shock wave momentum is transferred both to matrix atoms and defects (scattering centers). Increasing the laser pulse energy results in a shift of the concentration maximum of defects closer to the surface, i.e., we deal with the influence of the pressure gradient of the nonlinear wave and its front location. Thus, experimental results indicate formation of dislocations in CdTe by increasing the gradient of the non-linear wave and formation of SW (Fig. 3b). Fig. 3 shows that in the place of SW formation one can observe the maximum concentration of dislocations. This is also consistent with previous results [2, 3].

When shock waves possess a high intensity, the pressure in the front is so high that the shear stiffness of the material does not manifest itself, the atoms leave the correct location in the crystalline layers (cleavage), a crystalline body temporarily acquires the properties of amorphous (glassy, liquid) body. These waves, in contrast to the waves preserving the crystalline properties of the body, are called as the plastic ones [8].

![Fig. 3. a) Pits from dislocations in CdTe after a shock wave corresponding to the laser intensity \( I = 100 \text{MW/cm}^2 \). The depth: 0 (1), 24 (2), 48 (3), 72 \( \mu \text{m} \) (4). b) Dependence of the dislocation density on depth.](image)

Note that in some publications, in particular in [16, 17], mass transfer is explained by action of the shock wave. In these works, the spiking concentration of copper in nickel and carbon in iron is reached at the depths 80 and 150 \( \mu \text{m} \) for \( I = 10^9 \text{W/cm}^2 \), which is explained by spreading SW, but the shock wave at this intensity is formed at the depths 0.6 to 1 \( \mu \text{m} \). Therefore further in depth, if assuming this mechanism of the shock wave, decrease in the concentration of impurities and defects should occur like to that in [3, 13-15]. The mechanism of mass transfer here is barodiffusion, and in the same paper [17] solved is the equation of mass transport with account of barodiffusion.

3. Conclusions

Using the example of CdTe, we have shown that the shock wave in a solid during its formation and movement, and also before the appearance leads to the
formation of dislocations due to a gradual increase in the pressure gradient. In this case, the dislocation density increases with depth and reaches a maximum at the place of shock wave formation.

It has been shown that evaporation of the solid surface layer by pulsed laser irradiation is not a criterion for SW formation. A common criterion is the domination of non-linear effects accumulation over the processes of dissipation of acoustic non-linear pulse as it propagates. Shock waves can be used to affect the defect subsystem at various depths of semiconductor crystal.
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